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the flashback log is the log of all changes made to the database since the last flashback operation.
the flashback log is not saved on a storage device. instead, it is stored in the flash recovery area. if
you flashback to a point-in-time prior to a failure, you should create an oracle managed disk area

called the flash recovery area, which is a read-only area of the database disk. it is created
automatically and cannot be deleted. when you run the restore and recover commands with the

deltap or deltadmin parameter, the commands will perform a delta restore in which only the required
files are restored. the full name of this parameter is deltap or deltadmin. the command line

parameters for the restore and recover commands are listed below. the deltap and deltadmin
parameters have the same syntax. for example, deltap blob=1, or deltap blob=1 deltadmin=1. the
backup command is the basic restore command. it restores only one file at a time and that file is

always the same as the file that was backed up. it restores the backup set to its original location and
does not restore archived logs, which is the default. to restore the backup set as a whole, use the
backup command with the preserve parameter, which will create an image of the backup set. the
backup command with the preserve parameter will also restore any redo logs that are required for

recovery.
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